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Runaway electron (RE) evolution and acceleration following rapid discharge shutdown with 

cryogenic Ar pellet injection are studied using a fast visible camera and spectrometers. The 

RE beam location agrees with equilibrium reconstruction of flux surfaces when the current is 

dominated by runaways (up to 500 kA). The RE beam persists for up to 50 ms before drifting 

into the vessel wall; however, the beam location is in principle controllable. Analysis of the 

RE synchrotron intensity measured by the calibrated fast camera shows that the highest 

energy electrons in the RE distribution reach energies of 30–40 MeV. 0D modeling of 

electron acceleration due to avalanching in the toroidal electric field induced during the 

current quench, and including radiative synchrotron losses, is in rough agreement (within a 

factor of 2) with the inferred energy from the camera data. The higher energies in the model 

may be due to uncertainties in the electric field strength, or may indicate that energy loss 

mechanisms not included in the model, such as a field ripple resonance, may be important. A 

visible spectrometer measures radiation during the runaway evolution, and based on the 

spectral shape of the continuum radiation, provides an independent estimate of the RE energy 

in agreement with the camera data. The UV spectrum during the RE current plateau consists 

of continuum radiation (most likely free-bound recombination) and no line emission, 

indicating a cold background plasma is sustained by the runaways. The UV spectrometer 

views the plasma in the opposite direction of electron approach, allowing isolation of the 

background plasma emission from the RE emission. Interferometer measurements show that 

the cold thermal background plasma electron density is 100x higher than the density of the 

runaway electrons. Currently the mechanism for sustaining this cold plasma is not well 

understood. 
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